
LIRA

TECHNICAL DATA

FEATURES

- Noise-absorbent seat
- Adjustable inclination
- Row number
- Armchair number
- Leg with black armrest
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Seat depth
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Weight in Kg

Dimensions

Seat cloth

Seat back cloth

Seat leather

Seat back leather
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LIRA

DESCRIPTION

Lira

Arms/Leg
The inner structure is a solid high-density (DM) wood piece, finished in natural
reconstituted wood panel that has been varnished with water-based varnish.
The bottom includes a metallic part that enables it to be anchored to the floor.
During the installation, the metal part is first fastened to the floor and then the
side is inserted, which is bolted directly onto the guard. 

A flexible armrest may also be optionally installed.

The rotational pieces over which the seat folds down are located on the legs.
These pieces are made from one or two polyamide and fiberglass sections,
depending on whether it is a right, left or middle leg.

The seat must be positioned with different degrees of seat back inclination,
depending on whether it is placed in the first or last rows, with a possible incli-
nation of 0/5º.

Seat back
Ergonomic seat back consisting of two parts:
Front part: consists of a metal frame covered by fabric and foam rubber with a
density of 35 kg/m3.

Back part/panel: plywood panel finished in natural reconstituted wood varnis-
hed with fireproof water-based varnish. 
Attached by the front metal frame to the right and left legs.

Seat
Consists of a metal frame covered by foam rubber with a density of 40 kg/m3,
and then fabric.

The frame is heavier towards the back, so that the seat folds down by gravity
at the slightest impulse (works as a type of counterweight that avoids the need
for wheels).

Lira Front

Lira Side View
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